Planets D6 / Bracca
Name: Bracca
Region: Mid Rim
System: Bracca system
Moons: 1
Class: Terrestrial
Atmosphere: Breathable
Climate: Temperate
Primary terrain: Junkyards, Plains
Points of interest: Platform thirty-three, Platform thirty-two,
Platform twenty, Retired Control Tower, Shipbreaking Yard,
Worker Rail Route 213
Fauna: Ibdis Maw, Scrap rat
Description: Bracca was an inhospitable junkyard planet located in the galaxy's Mid Rim. Located close
to various hyperspace routes, Bracca's strategic importance made it the site of a campaign during the
Clone Wars. During the reign of the Galactic Empire, the Scrapper Guild operated on the planet, breaking
down starship wreckage and selling the components to the Empire.
Bracca was a poor Mid Rim world dominated by rocky plains. Large swathes of the planet's surface were
comprised of junkyards, with countless decommissioned starships and other machinery spread
haphazardly, awaiting destruction. It was orbited by one moon.
Given the generally inhospitable nature of the world, the majority of its population was comprised of
scrappers, who made their living breaking down and selling the trash left on the world. Nearly all services
on Bracca were operated by the Scrapper Guild. Credits earned in a workday were quickly recouped by
the Guild due to the prices for food, lodging, and other necessities.
The scrappers often tipped platforms full of junk into the Ibdis Maw and harvested the waste products for
profit.
Bracca's surface was crisscrossed by high-speed transport trains that delivered supplies from the
scrapyards to the spaceports, where they would then head to the core worlds. The average shipment
would pass through twenty-five checkpoints before reaching its final destination.
History
During the Clone Wars, Jaro Tapal and his Padawan Cal Kestis were stationed above Bracca in their
Venator-class Star Destroyer Albedo Brave. However, following Order 66, Tapal was killed and Kestis
crash-landed on Bracca.
By the time of the Empire, the planet was now under the control of the scrappers guild. For working- class

people, this would be their only source of credits. It wasn't uncommon for workers to fall to their death
whilst scrapping.
Five years later, Kestis was stuck on Bracca still awaiting word from the Jedi Order. After a workplace
accident forced Kestis to use the Force to save his co-worker and friend Prauf, the Inquisitorius was
alerted to his presence. Arriving on Bracca, the Second Sister and Ninth Sister questioned several of the
Scrappers for the whereabouts of the Jedi. When Prauf stood up to them, he was killed by the Second
Sister, forcing Cal to flee with the help of former Jedi Cere Junda and Latero pilot Greez Dritus.
Decades later, as war sparked up and the New Republic was destroyed, the First Order started using
Bracca as the place to send claimed Republic starships for decommissioning. General Leia Organa
ordered a team there led by Shriv Suurgav to recover starships. The team, codenamed Dross Squadron,
infiltrated the Scrapper Guild, but were confronted by stormtroopers. With the help of locals, they stole
several starfighters, but at the loss of one member.
Places of Interest
Platform thirty-three
Platform thirty-three was a platform of the scrapping facilities on the planet Bracca. A Resistance team
led by Shriv Suurgav traveled to platform thirty-three via train while on a mission to steal starships from
the planet.
Platform thirty-two
Platform thirty-two was a Scrapper Guild platform on Bracca. While on a train to platform thirty-three, a
Resistance team led by Shriv Suurgav passed by platform thirty-two.
Platform twenty
Platform twenty was one of many Scrapper Guild platforms on the planet Bracca. While on a Resistance
mission to Bracca with Shriv Suurgav's Dross Squadron, Raidah Doon was picked up as a known
criminal by First Order stormtroopers. Another member of the team, Wesson Dove, claimed that Doon
had joined them on the train at platform twenty.
Retired Control Tower
The Retired Control Tower was a facility located on the planet Bracca. The former Jedi Padawan Cal
Kestis briefly dueled with the Inquisitor known as the Second Sister after the Galactic Empire discovered
him, but was rescued by the crew of the Stinger Mantis.
Shipbreaking Yard
The Shipbreaking Yard was an area of rocky plains on the planet Bracca where the Scrapper Guild
brought starship wreckage to be broken down. During the early Imperial Era, the Shipbreaking Yard was
covered with wrecked Venator-class Star Destroyers from the Clone Wars, and was patrolled by Viper
probe droids.
Worker Rail Route 213
Worker Rail Route 213 was a train line located on the planet Bracca, utilized by the Scrapper Guild. After

the former Jedi Padawan Cal Kestis was discovered by the Galactic Empire's Inquisitorius, he was
pursued along a train on Worker Rail Route 213.
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